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Descriptive Process Model -An Example
This example of a Descriptive Process Model demonstrates a specific business situation (collaboration) between a customer, an online
shop and a supplier. The purpose of this model is to describe a “processing of an order” process, where the customer’s and supplier’s
process details are hidden. It is important to notice the sequence of process activities is represented with solid arrows (A sequence flow
element). In The case of interactions between processes, only message flows can be used. The dark blue callouts are not part of BPMN
and represent simplified explanations of each BPMN element in the context of the diagram.
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processes
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process details
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call), a message start event
should be used
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From the list of
available suppliers,
select the cheapest one.

This annotation
provides additional
information for the
related BPMN element

This sign
indicates that
the activity is
performed
automatically

A process can
end in different
states: this one
indicates a
successful end

Data objects and related
connections (data
associations) represent an
information view (flow) of a
process
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